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“Information literacy and consumer health 
are natural allies, both contributing to 
health and quality of life for all citizens.  
Programs that address and combine these 
two important issues will facilitate the 
empowerment of consumers to participate 
actively in the information age.”
Grant, S. (2002).  Information literacy and consumer health.  White Paper prepared 
fro UNESCO, the U.S. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, 
and the National Forum on Information Literacy, for use at the Information Literacy 
meeting of Experts, Prague, The Czech Republic. 
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66% of Canadians with Internet access 
visit health related sites on a 
monthly basis.
Canadian Health Network. (2003, March 15). How Canadians find health information on the 
internet. Accessed May 4, 2006 from http://www.canadian-health-network.ca/
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Canadians’ preferred sources of 
health information:
1. Health professionals
2. Internet
3. Radio
4. Television
5. Newspapers
Community Outreach
Why or why not?
1. A need is expressed from outside the 
academy
2. Library mission invites action
3. Response to a specific problem or 
opportunity
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Barriers to doing outreach:
• No credit
• Higher level of participation expected
• Fit with Library priorities
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Benefits to doing outreach:
• Transferable skills
• Research/project funding
• Satisfaction of a job well-done
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To see the full list: http://www.medicine.mcgill.ca/minimed/otherlinks.htm#library
Library Workshops
Led by health sciences librarian and facilitated by 
librarian and library technicians
$10 charge
Offered on 4 occasions prior to lectures, 1 hour in length
12% (48 / 389) Mini-Med participants registered
High-level of interaction, satisfaction
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Workshop planning & design
• Question ? Search
Prevention, disease/condition, drug search, 
household hazards, [lab tests]
• Varied depending on level of participants and 
questions
• Evaluating health information (online and print)
• Directories and CHI centres
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Lessons learned
• To be successful, outreach partnerships require 
full attention, understanding, and priority
• Combining community outreach and regular 
duties is difficult
• Typical library program/task-oriented 
atmosphere not conducive to type of effort 
required for community outreach
• University/home institution may not appreciate 
your efforts
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